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results. As such, I fear that subject consent was
We agree with Leiner that knowledge of drugnot truly informed.
resistance mutations at the time of treatment failure is the standard of care for patient treatment.
Steven Leiner, N.P.
That information was provided to the study parMission Neighborhood Health Center
San Francisco, CA 94110
ticipants and their primary providers as soon as
steven.leiner@gmail.com
the results were available to guide selection of the
No potential conflict of interest relevant to this letter was re- next regimen (see the Supplementary Appendix,
ported.
available with the full text of our article at NEJM
.org, for the full study protocol). The data and
The authors Reply: Parienti suggests that drug- safety monitoring board request was that the full
resistant minority quasi-species present at study data on resistance not be released to the protocol
entry and not detected by means of consensus team, since the study was ongoing; however, each
sequencing may have contributed to virologic individual provider did receive the necessary data
failure. We agree that this is a potential explana- to make an informed choice about treatment option for the findings, and we plan to investigate tions.
baseline samples obtained from the patients Paul E. Sax, M.D.
with virologic failure and controls using allele- Brigham and Women’s Hospital
specific polymerase-chain-reaction assays1 and Boston, MA
pyrosequencing2 to test this hypothesis. Since psax@partners.org
minority species are probably equally prevalent in David Katzenstein, M.D.
both treatment groups because of randomization, Stanford University
we are particularly interested in mutations that Palo Alto CA
may confer different effects on susceptibility to Eric Daar, M.D.
abacavir and tenofovir, such as a substitution of Los Angeles Biomedical Research Institute
a methionine for a valine at residue 184 in HIV-1 Torrance, CA
Since publication of their article, the authors report no furreverse transcriptase (M184V mutation).3 The
study started before baseline genotypic resistance ther potential conflict of interest.
testing was recommended in treatment guide- 1. Johnson JA, Li JF, Wei X, et al. Minority HIV-1 drug resistance mutations are present in antiretroviral treatment-naive
lines. It is not readily apparent why having base- populations and associate with reduced treatment efficacy. PLoS
line genotypic testing performed at the discretion Med 2008;(7)5:e158.
of the provider was associated with a higher risk 2. Wang C, Mitsuya Y, Gharizadeh B, Ronaghi M, Shafer RW.
Characterization of mutation spectra with ultra-deep pyroseof virologic failure to abacavir–lamivudine than quencing: application to HIV-1 drug resistance. Genome Res
to tenofovir DF–emtricitabine. We speculate that 2007;17:1195-201.
physicians who chose to obtain a baseline resis- 3. Whitcomb JM, Parkin NT, Chappey C, Hellmann NS, Petropoulos CJ. Broad nucleoside reverse-transcriptase inhibitor
tance test may have done so for patients who were cross-resistance in human immunodeficiency virus type 1 cliniperceived to be at a higher risk for resistance.
cal isolates. J Infect Dis 2003;188:992-1000.

Effects of Obesity and Smoking on U.S. Life Expectancy
To the Editor: Mortality from adult obesity and
from persistent smoking have already been reliably assessed in studies of tens of thousands of
deaths.1-4 A common measure of obesity is the
body-mass index (BMI, the weight in kilograms
divided by the square of the height in meters).2
An increase of 2 in the BMI in overweight populations and an increase of 10% in the prevalence
of smoking reduce the life span in men comparably, each by about 1 year (Fig. 1). Public debate by

n engl j med 362;9

economists should use such assessments. Instead,
Stewart et al. (Dec. 3 issue)5 overestimate the hazards of obesity and underestimate the hazards of
tobacco use. They mainly use data from a study
involving only 3000 deaths that were analyzed,
without epidemiologically appropriate precautions,1-4 in 32 separate subgroups, yielding unreliable relative risks (see Table A3 in the Supplementary Appendix, available with the full text of
their article at NEJM.org). Also, they present their
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4. The hazards of smoking and the benefits of stopping: cancer
tobacco use as the
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underestimated hazards of
tively small gain in nationwide life expectancy they
JOB: 36209
forecast if, from 2005 through 2020, the prevalence of smoking in the United States decreases
from 24% to 19%. This is their predicted decrease;
however, the prevalence may decrease faster, since
the federal tax on cigarettes just increased by
150%. Even if the hazards were corrected, such
calculations could obscure tobacco’s substantial
importance for individual smokers.4 Stopping
smoking can lead to a gain in life expectancy of
about 10 years, far more than a smoker could expect to gain from weight control.1
Richard Peto, F.R.S.
Gary Whitlock, M.B., Ch.B., Ph.D.
Clinical Trial Service Unit and Epidemiological Studies Unit
Oxford, United Kingdom
richard.peto@ndm.ox.ac.uk
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The authors reply: The relative risks of all-cause
mortality in our article are comparable to those
from multiple U.S. studies1-5 and are broadly consistent with those in the studies cited by Peto and
colleagues. They note an approximate 1-year reduction in life expectancy associated with an increase of 2 in the BMI or an increase of 10% in
the prevalence of smoking. Our data suggest a
reduction in life expectancy of 0.66 years for the
BMI increase of 2 and a reduction in life expectancy of 0.77 years for the increased prevalence
of smoking of 10%. Thus, the overwhelming effect of obesity in our study was driven not by an
underestimation of the hazards of tobacco use
relative to those of an elevated BMI, but rather by
the greater prevalence of obesity as compared with
smoking in the U.S. population. This population
perspective should not obscure the large gains that
are possible for persons who quit smoking.
Susan T. Stewart, Ph.D.
National Bureau of Economic Research
Cambridge, MA
sstewart@nber.org
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Repair of Mitral-Valve Prolapse
To the Editor: In the review article by Verma
and Mesana (Dec. 3 issue), 1 mitral-valve prolapse
is defined as the displacement of some portion of
one or both mitral-valve leaflets into the left atrium during systole. This term was introduced in
1966 by Criley et al.2 and has been frequently
used as a synonym for “billowing mitral leaflet,”
which was used by Barlow et al.3 to describe the
same condition. Unfortunately, imprecise terminology may have important implications for mitral-valve repair. According to Carpentier,4 the term
“prolapse” should be reserved to indicate that the
free edge of the leaflet protrudes beyond the mitral annulus level during systole, whereas the term
“billowing” should be used when the leaflet body
bulges into the left atrium, overriding the mitral
annulus plane and usually maintaining the free
edge of the leaflets on the ventricular side,5,6
although the two conditions may coexist. Agreement on a common terminology may allow a better anatomic correlation of the echocardiographic

findings, which may result in improved treatment
for patients.
Alberto Bouzas-Mosquera, M.D.
Nemesio Alvarez-Garcia, M.D.
Jesus Peteiro, M.D., Ph.D.
Hospital Universitario A Coruña
A Coruña, Spain
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A Crisis in Late Pregnancy
To the Editor: In the article by Desai et al. (Dec. calized injury and would be consistent with cate3 issue),1 the electrocardiogram has the charac- cholamine-induced injury.
teristics of one with the right-arm and left-arm E. William Hancock, M.D.
cables exchanged, resulting in the appearance of Stanford University Medical Center
lead I as a mirror image and leads aVL and aVR Palo Alto, CA
exchanged. The correctly connected electrocardio- whancock@cvmed.stanford.edu
No potential conflict of interest relevant to this letter was regraph would show an ST-segment elevation only ported.
in leads aVR and aVL; this pattern would be more 1. Desai AS, Chutkow WA, Edelman E, Economy KE, Dec GW
suggestive of diffuse myocardial injury than lo- Jr. A crisis in late pregnancy. N Engl J Med 2009;361:2271-7.
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